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I’ve been in the weeds for several weeks. This is one of the kitchen terms for being so far behind
that even Excedrin Can Of Whoop Ass formula won’t straighten me out. Not to worry. Being behind
means customers and most of the time customers bring cash. Most of them do. Some just run out
the door with the display plates. All the display food is good for is intestinal discomfort and a long
afternoon (which aren’t good deterrents, because I’ve seen several people come back for seconds).
Anyway, so lots of burgers and lots of being in the weeds. Friday as I stood hunched over the grill,
the Quasimodo of quick service, I smelled the sweet odor of Tide and melting plastic. My gorgeous
polyester uniform was melting. In the background I often can pick out fragments of conversation from
the employees waiting for food. One thread that doctors and surgery techs love to comment on is
that they started out as youngsters in food service. Turning to colleagues, they’ll often remark “Yeah,
I used to work in a restaurant. I understand how these folks feel.” No matter how behind I am, it’s
easy to shout over my shoulder “Really? I used to remove spleens! Small world.”  The timing is never
good for sarcasm, but when my electrolytes have bottomed out and my shirt is on fire, the caustic
remark seems to make the burgers flip faster.

My weekend included a lot of fascination with electronic hamsters. My daughter the seven-year-old
cynic (can’t imagine how she ended up cynical with a positive influence like me in the house) and I
purposely watched television programs in which we knew there would be advertisements for Zhu
Zhu Pets. If you haven’t been exposed to these toys, they’re incredibly pointless, battery operated
hamsters. The toy itself is $10 and for an additional $14 you can buy a maze for the thing to roll
around in. Now, several weeks ago I made fun of Bendaroos, but these suckers may be dumber.
Still, I was enthralled with the idea of turning my home into a massive track for the critters and having
them all over the place (sort of like Gary Larson’s cartoon about the rhino tube farm). This morning
I awoke to the devastating news that the Zhu Zhu’s might have high counts in their noses of tin and
antimony. I was crushed. My dream of an electronic rodent army to take over the free world was
crushed. I raised my hands to the heavens and shouted “Why is it that all of the good things in life
have to be taken away? Why do bad hamsters happen to good people?” It wasn’t like I was going to
lick their little noses and get toxic metal poisoning. I grew up eating pot pies out of rusting
containers. How many times did I get my tongue stuck in a nasty old Pepsi can in the 70′s? Quite a
few times.

This evening federal regulators proclaimed the Zhu Zhu’s safe. I’d make a joke about Richard Gere
buying two, but…no. My daughter still won’t be getting any kind of hamster from Santa. She’s okay
with that. In the end I was more enamored with them than my pint-sized realist, anyway.
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